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Circuits from silk? Today's technophiles probably have no idea how much today's computer technology owes to the invention of one ingenuous textile manufacturer in nineteenth-century France. Here, master storyteller James Essinger shows through a series of remarkable and meticulously researched historical connections how the Jacquard loom kick-started a process of scientific evolution which would lead directly to the development of the modern computer.
 
Jacquard's 1804 invention, a loom which used punch cards with stored instructions for weaving different patterns and designs, enabled the master silk-weavers of Lyons to weave fabrics 25 times faster than the competition. Here, Essinger reveals the plethora of extraordinary links between that innovation in weaving and today's computer age, introducing us to the intriguing and colorful people who paved the way. The book concludes by bringing the story completely up-to-date with the latest developments in the World Wide Web and the fascinating phenomenon of artificial intelligence.

 Attractively illustrated and compellingly narrated, Jacquard's Web presents an eye-opening and scarcely known history that will prove fascinating to readers of popular science, especially those interested in the history of science, technology, and computing, as well as professional scientists, historians, and students.     

       About the Author
   
 James Essinger is a writer with a particular interest in the history of ideas that have had a practical impact on the modern world. He is currently working on a novel about Charles Babbage and Ada Lovelace and on a popular history of the written word.
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Focus On Adobe Photoshop: Focus on the Fundamentals (Focus On Series)Focal Press, 2011

	This no-nonsense, highly affordable, and inspiring guide walks photographers new to Photoshop through the end to end Photoshop workflow. Starting from the moment you download your images off your memory card, photographer Corey Hilz guides you through importing and organizing your photos in Bridge, demonstrating how to give each photo ratings...
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Creating Facebook applications - 100 Success Secrets to creating Awesome Facebook Applications and leverage Social MediaEmereo Pty Ltd, 2008
Facebook is a very popular social networking site. There are millions of users who have joined this site for a good number of reasons: to stay in touch, create new relationships and interact with one another. The last reason is probably the most important reason of all – which is why so many Facebook application companies have decided to...
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Sparse Adaptive Filters for Echo Cancellation (Synthesis Lectures on Speech and Audio Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	Adaptive filters with a large number of coefficients are usually involved in both network and acoustic echo cancellation. Consequently, it is important to improve the convergence rate and tracking of the conventional algorithms used for these applications. This can be achieved by exploiting the sparseness character of the echo paths....
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High-Speed Circuit Board Signal Integrity (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
This is a book for engineers designing high-speed circuit boards. To the signal integrity
engineer, this book will be a handbook of formulas and terminology as well as a
refresher of basic electrostatic and electromagnetic principals. The high-speed circuit
designer will find this book an easy entry into the electromagnetics and...
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Linux Firewalls (3rd Edition)Novell Press, 2005
An Internet-connected Linux machine is in a high-risk situation. This book details security steps that a home or small-to-mid-size, non-enterprise business might take to protect itself from potential remote attackers. As with the first edition, this book will provide a description of the need for security measures and solutions built upon the most...
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Performance Management: Finding the Missing Pieces (to Close the Intelligence Gap) (SAS Institute Inc.)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Praise for Performance Management
" We are witnessing a convergence among advanced management concepts and practices.  Performance management is a means to pull it all together, to understand the strengths and limitations of each management practice and leverage it for competitive advantage. Cokins’ book walks us through all this in...
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